Barnhill Community High School

GO 4 Schools Parent App Guide

What is GO 4 Schools?
Go4Schools is a powerful system that allows us at Barnhill to gather and manage a large amount of
information relevant to each of our students. It is on GO4schools that teachers log assessment data
as well as attitude to learning and attendance. This data is then used to inform teaching in the
classroom, interventions as well as many other bespoke strategies with the aim to help all our
students fulfil their potential. GO4schools allows the schools to communicate instantly with parents,
giving you more control and a deeper insight into your child’s school life. We also hope that by
sharing detailed assessment information that you will be able to assist your child tackle his/her areas
of weakness at home whilst they learn independently.
Why we want our parents to use it?







Parents have 24/7 access to information about their children’s education, including current
grades, target grades and attendance breakdown.
Parents can use the schools online markbooks to determine their child’s strengths and
weaknesses across any particular subject. This will allow parents to support their child with
independent learning that takes place at home.
Parents can check their child’s timetable, which helps reduce the number of forgotten PE
kits or incomplete homework.
Parents can be sent information and notices using GO 4 Schools messaging system.
Parents can view their child’s termly reports where they can compare current grades to
target grades as well as attitude to learning scores across the subjects.

How to download the app?
Watch the following video for exact instructions on how to download the app on to your phone.
https://vimeo.com/339107513

How to log in as a first time user- Parent
Watch the following video for instructions on how to log in as a first time user.
https://vimeo.com/339107539

How to log in as a first time- Student
Watch the following video in order to assist your child with logging in as a first time user.
https://vimeo.com/339107427

What you will see once you have successfully logged in
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Attitude To Learning Scores:
1
Concern
2a
Coasting
2b
Disruptive
3
Expected
4
Exceeding
Your child will receive an attitude to
learning score from each subject teacher
every time we collect progress data.
You will also be able to see how your
child performed in each of his/her
assessments. We call this a CAG (current
at grade)
For each assessment the teacher
produces what is known as a QLA
(question level analysis). Here they
record the individual student score for
each of the assessment questions.
Access to these will allow you to easily
identify which areas of the curriculum
your child in doing well in and where
their specific areas of weakness may lie.
*Blank marbooks with a dash signify that
the student has not sat that assessment
yet or that it is for another set of
students (of a different tier or class).

Here you have a full breakdown of your child’s
attendance and punctuality record. According to the
governments expectations every child should aim for
96% attendance or above.

Your child’s full report will be available to view
after each assessment cycle (twice a year). This
report provides you with the complete overview
of your child’s progress, attitude to learning and
attendance as well as their end of year target
grades.

